
Generi Direted Ayli Graphs(Generi DAGs)Tze Meng LowSupervisor: Prof. Gordon Novak Jr.University of Texas at AustinMay 16, 20031 AbstratGeneri algorithms are algorithms using abstrat data types. Multiple generialgorithms an be linked together in a direted ayli graph (generi DAG)so that more omplex generi algorithms an be formed. Views desribe re-lationships between di�erent data types. By ompilation, speialized generialgorithms an be reated from the generi DAGs. Views allow the speializedalgorithm to manipulate atual data types used by the urrent appliations in-stead of the abstrat data types. This speialization proess allows the generiDAG algorithms to work on di�erent objet desriptions of the same abstratdata type, thus ahieving greater software reuse.Graphial user interfaes (GUIs) allow views to be spei�ed quikly andeasily. GUIs also enable independent generi algorithms to be linked togetherin a direted ayli graph (DAG) to form more omplex generi algorithms.Views an be reated to represent an abstrat data type as another abstratdata type. This allows generi algorithms using di�erent abstrat data types tobe onneted together.2 IntrodutionEvery piee of software is a huge investment in human ost, sine programmersprodue only a few lines of ode per day. Even with the possibility of softwarereuse, suh reuse is inhibited due to the di�erent ways in whih equivalent dataould be represented and the time needed to adapt existing software omponentsso as to �t the needs of the urrent appliation.Generi algorithms and views an redue the human ost by inreasing thepossibility of software reuse. Generi algorithms work on an abstrat data type;views desribe the way in whih the atual appliation data types orrespond to1



the abstrat data types. Using both generi algorithms and views, speializedode an be produed regardless of the atual appliation data types.Apart from the human ost assoiated with reusing existing software om-ponents, another part of the human ost inurred by software engineering isthe time spent in organizing di�erent omponents in order to reate the desiredappliation behavior. DiÆulties in visualizing the relationship between om-ponents and having to onvert from one type to another between omponentsare some of the auses for the time spent in organizing omponents.This paper desribes a method by whih omplex generi algorithms an bebuilt, via a graphial interfae, from existing generi omponents through theuse of direted ayli graphs(DAGs). DAGs an be represented visually andallow programmers to visualize the relationship between omponents easily. Inaddition, speialization of the generi omponents allows the omplex generialgorithms to eÆiently manipulate the atual appliation data.The relationship between the abstrat data type of one generi omponentand the abstrat data type of another generi omponent an be aptured in aview, similar to the views between abstrat and atual data types. The viewbetween abstrat data types an then be used to generate funtions for on-verting between two abstrat data types. Therefore, the human ost involvingonverting between types is redued.Setion 3 desribes generi algorithms and the advantages of using generialgorithms. Setion 4 desribes views, how views an be reated and how viewsallow generi algorithms to be speialized into eÆient ode. Setion 5 desribeshow omplex generi algorithms an be built from simple generi omponentsvia a graphial user interfae and desribes the algorithm used to generate aprogram from a direted ayli graph. Setion 6 presents related works, andSetion 7 presents possible areas for further researh. The �nal setion summa-rizes this paper.3 Generi AlgorithmsGeneri algorithms are algorithms that have been written based on abstratdata representations instead of atual data representation. [4℄ On ompilation,these generi algorithms are speialized based on objet desriptions providedas inputs to reate speialized odes based on atual data types.An advantage of using generi algorithms is that a single generi algorithman be speialized for use by di�erent objet representations. This allows greaterode reuse. For example, two ommon representations of graphs (shown in Fig-ure 1) are a matrix of weights and a list of edge-weight pairs. These two rep-resentations are oneptually similar (both represent graphs) but have di�erentatual data types (one is a 2-dimensional array while the other is a linked-list).A seond advantage of using generi algorithms is that the speialized odesexeute faster at runtime. Current objet-entered programming system aredriven by interpreting messages to funtion alls at runtime. These runtimeinterpretations add a signi�ant amount of time to the exeution time. In2
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 JJFigure 1: A graph and its 2 ommon representations.addition, as interpretation of the messages ours at runtime, error heking,if done, must also our at runtime. This inreases the exeution time of amethod all. However, speializing from generi algorithms allows the ompilerto partially evaluate messages to known objets at ompile time. This reduesthe amount of overhead inurred from message interpretation and error hekingat runtime.4 Speialization through ViewsViews [5℄[7℄ desribe how atual data types orrespond to the abstrat datatypes of an objet. A view enapsulates an atual data type and presents aninterfae that onsists of the basi variables in the abstrat data type.Using the relationships between the atual data types and the abstrat datatypes desribed by views, the GLISP ompiler generates speialized ode thatuses the atual data types instead of the abstrat data types. At ompile time,the relationships in a view are ompiled into the speialized ode, allowing thespeialized algorithm to manipulate the atual data types diretly. Further-more, optimization through partial evaluation at ompile time improves theperformane of the speialized ode. Therefore, the use of views in the pro-ess of reating speialized ode has little impat on the exeution time of thespeialized ode itself.A graphial user interfae allows views to be generated easily. The program,mkv, written by Dr. Gordon Novak, takes a target type and a soure type asinputs and allows users to reate a view assoiating the soure type with thebasi variables of the target type.5 Direted Ayli GraphsAs given in Rosen [8℄, a popular undergraduate text on disrete mathematis,a direted graph, G, is a set of verties V and a set of edges E that are orderedpairs of elements of V . A graph is said to be ayli when there is no sequeneof onneted edges suh that a vertex is visited twie. Two properties of anayli graph are that there exists at least one vertex (root vertex) suh that ithas no edges leading to it and there exists at least one vertex (leaf vertex) thatdoes not have an edge leading out of it. Using mathematial notations a DAG3


